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TEMPLES, PAVILIONS & COLONNADES

T200 Temple with Type 'C' Columns £5,118.00 £6,141.60
TD3 Wrought Iron Feature Dome £4,584.20 £5,501.03
TF2 Temple Floor with Two Steps £1,578.00 £1,893.60
S3 Winter Statue £510.00 £612.00
P1 Marlborough Pedestal £136.00 £163.20
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TP100 Ionic Tetra Style Pavilion (Exc. Steps) £4,932.00 £5,918.40
AA2 Niche £320.00 £384.00
S16 Artist Statue £510.00 £612.00
MS5 Laurel Leaf Motif £36.00 £43.20
T200 Temple with Type 'D' Columns £4,174.07 £5,008.88
TD2 GRP Antique Copper Finish Dome £1,680.00 £2,016.00
TF2 Temple Floor with Two Steps £1,578.00 £1,893.60
S2 Autumn Statue £510.00 £612.00
P1 Marlborough Pedestal £136.00 £163.20
TD1 GRP Lead Finish Dome (not illustrated) £1,680.00 £2,016.00
TF1 Temple Floor £1,050.00 £1,260.00
EB1 Entablature 'U' Beam per metre £98.00 £117.60
EC1 Entablature Coping, per metre £76.00 £91.20
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T200 Temple with Type 'C' Columns £5,118.00 £6,141.60
TD2 GRP Antique Copper Finish Dome £1,680.00 £2,016.00
TF2 Temple with Two Steps £1,578.00 £1,893.60

Custom Orangery P.O.A

ENTABLATURE, COLUMNS & PILASTERS

Corinthian Entablature
D400 Blocking per metre £52.00 £62.40
D410 Upper Cornice per metre £108.00 £129.60
D420 Lower Cornice (Dentil) per metre £98.00 £117.60
D430 Architrave/Frieze per metre £124.00 £148.80

Columns
Corinthian Type 'AA' Fluted Column £3,866.00 £4,639.20
Pedestal for 'AA' Column £680.00 £816.00
Corinthian Type 'A' Fluted Column £992.00 £1,190.40
Ionic Type 'A' Fluted Column £920.00 £1,104.00
Doric Type 'A' Fluted Column £892.00 £1,070.40
Tuscan Type 'A' Fluted Column £880.00 £1,056.00
Corinthian Type 'B' Plain Column £820.00 £984.00



Ionic Type 'B' Plain Column £760.00 £912.00
Doric Type 'B' Plain Column £720.00 £864.00
Tuscan Type 'B' Plain Column £712.00 £854.40
Pedestal for 'A/B' Column £99.20 £119.04
Corinthian B/2 Plain Column £780.00 £936.00
Ionic B/2 Plain Column £720.00 £864.00
Doric B/2 Plain Column £688.00 £825.60
Tuscan B/2 Plain Column £660.00 £792.00
Pedestal for B/2 Column £110.00 £132.00
Ionic Type 'C' Plain Column £520.00 £624.00
Tuscan type 'C Plain Column £496.00 £595.20
Pedestal for Type 'C' Column £79.76 £95.71
Tuscan Type 'D' Column £465.00 £558.00
Pedestal for 'D' Column £66.15 £79.38
Ogee Entablature

E510 Cornice(Ogee) per metre £110.00 £132.00
E520 Architrave/Frieze per metre £110.00 £132.00

Tuscan Type 'E' Plain Column £268.00 £321.60
Type  'F' Ascot Column £2,180.00 £2,616.00
Gothic Type 'G' Triple Column £540.00 £648.00
Pilasters
Corinthian Type 'AA' Fluted Pilaster £3,480.00 £4,176.00
Pedestal for 'AA' Pilaster £445.41 £534.49
Corinthian Type 'A' Fluted Pilaster £482.00 £578.40
Ionic Type 'A' Fluted Pilaster £444.00 £532.80
Doric Type 'A' Fluted Pilaster £420.00 £504.00
Tuscan Type 'A' Fluted Pilaster £412.00 £494.40
Corinthian Type 'B' Plain Pilaster £353.90 £424.68
Ionic Type 'B' plain Pilaster £327.44 £392.93
Doric Type 'B' Plain Pilaster £298.78 £358.53
Tuscan Type 'B' Plain Pilaster £293.27 £351.92
Pedestal for A/B Pilaster £56.00 £67.20
Corinthian B/2 Plain Pilaster £390.00 £468.00
Ionic B/2 Plain Pilaster £358.00 £429.60
Doric B/2 Plain Pilaster £340.00 £408.00
Tuscan B/2 Plain Pilaster £324.00 £388.80
Pedestal for B/2 Pilaster £56.00 £67.20
Ionic Type 'C' Plain Pilaster £298.00 £357.60
Tuscan Type 'C' Plain Pilaster £266.00 £319.20
Pedestal for 'C' Pilaster £48.00 £57.60
Tuscan Type 'D' Plain Pilaster £220.00 £264.00
Pedestal for 'D' Pilaster £34.00 £40.80
Tuscan Type 'E' Plain Pilaster £138.00 £165.60
Pedestal for 'E' Pilaster £30.00 £36.00
Tuscan Entablature

B200 Upper Cornice per metre £118.00 £141.60
B210 Lower Cornice per metre £152.00 £182.40
B220 Architrave/Frieze per metre £124.00 £148.80
B230 Blocking per metre £43.00 £51.60

Doric Entablature
C300 Blocking per metre £49.61 £59.54
C310 Cornice per metre £260.00 £312.00
C320 Architrave/Frieze per metre £158.00 £189.60

PORTICOS  
PF1 Portico F Pedimented Tuscan £4,416.00 £5,299.20
DA1 Door Surround as with Portico F £352.00 £422.40



Step as shown with Portico F £708.91 £832.97
PG1 Portico G Pedimented Tuscan £2,388.55 £2,866.26
DA1 Door surround as shown with Portico G £352.00 £422.40

Steps £587.30 £704.76
PA1 Portico A Sigma £3,745.00 £4,189.44
DA1 Door Surround as with Portico A £352.00 £375.43

Steps a shown with Portico A £649.78 £779.73
PB1 Portico B Tuscan £3,654.00 £4,384.80
DA1 Door Surround as with Portico B £352.00 £422.40

Step as with Portico B £708.91 £850.69
PE1 Portico E The Ionic £4,622.46 £5,546.95
DA2 Door Surround as with Portico E £418.00 £501.60

Step as with Portico E £1,274.49 £1,529.39
PC1a Portico C The Doric £2,163.68 £2,596.41
DA2 Door Surround as with Portico Ca £418.00 £501.60

Steps as with Portico Ca £265.70 £318.84
PC1b Portico C The Doric £1,978.46 £2,374.15
DA1 Door Surround as with Portico Cb £352.00 £422.40

Steps as with Portico Cb £587.63 £705.16
PD1 Portico D The Corinthian £4,054.88 £4,865.86
DA2 Door Surround as with Portico D £418.00 £501.60

Steps as with Portico D £1,274.49 £1,529.39

Window Architraves

WA1 Window Components
WA1 Window Complete (as illustrated) £574.00 £688.80
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Head per metre £68.30 £81.96
W170 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
KS2 Keystone £48.63 £58.36

WA2 Window Components
WA2 Window Complete £1,306.62 £1,567.94
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Head per  metre £68.30 £81.96
W170 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
W180 Frieze per metre £54.00 £64.80
W190 Lower Cornice  per metre £112.28 £134.74
W200 Upper Cornice per metre £160.00 £192.00
TYM1 Tympanum £92.60 £111.12

WA3 Window Components
WA3 Window Complete (as illustrated) £1,563.99 £1,876.79
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Head per  metre £68.30 £81.96
W170 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
W180 Frieze per metre £54.00 £64.80
W190 Lower Cornice per metre £112.28 £134.74
W200 Upper Cornice per metre £160.00 £192.00
TYM1 Tympanum £92.60 £111.12
CB1 Console Brackets £62.52 £75.02
CB2 Console Brackets £48.62 £58.34

WA4 Window Components
WA4 Window Complete £722.45 £866.94
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
W170 Keystone £48.62 £58.34

Archivolt (inc. Keystone & Imposts) £200.00 £240.00



Imposts each £15.05 £18.06
CB2 Console Brackets £48.62 £58.34

WA5 Window Components
WA5 Window Complete £1,015.23 £1,218.28
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Head per  metre £68.30 £81.96
W170 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
W180 Frieze per metre £54.00 £64.80
W190 Lower Cornice per metre £112.28 £134.74
W200 Upper Cornice per metre £160.00 £192.00

WA6 Window Components
WA6 Window Complete £1,283.80 £1,540.56
W120 Vertical Architrave per metre £55.98 £67.18
W110 Head per  metre £68.30 £81.96
W170 Cill per metre £80.00 £96.00
W180 Frieze per metre £54.00 £64.80
W190 Lower Cornice per metre £112.28 £134.74
W200 Upper Cornice per metre £160.00 £192.00
TYM1 Tympanum £92.60 £111.12
KS1 Keystone £15.44 £18.52
KS2 Keystone £48.62 £58.34
KS3 Keystone £48.62 £58.64
CB1 Console Brackets £62.52 £75.02
CB2 Console Brackets £48.62 £58.34

Archivolts, Arch and Head Stones
Archivolts
460mm Internal Radius (KS2 Keystone & Impost) £200.00 £240.00
600mm Internal Radius (KS2 Keystone & Impost) £235.00 £282.00
7500mm Internal Radius  Keystone & Impost) £274.35 £329.22
800mm Internal Radius (KS2 Keystone & Impost) £287.00 £344.40
1000mm Internal Radius (KS2 Keystone & Impost) £320.00 £384.00

WA7 Circular Window Surround £92.61 £111.12
DA3 Elliptical Arch (as illustrated) £578.81 £694.58
H1 Head per metre £55.56 £66.68
C1 Cill per metre £42.00 £50.40
C2 Cill per metre £70.00 £84.00

Tudor/Gothic Range  

TGP1 Tudor/Gothic Portico £3,970.10 £4,764.12
Two Steps & Floor as 
with Portico TGP1 £1,306.46 £1,567.76

DA4 Tudor/Gothic Door Surround £700.09 £840.11
(frame width of 990mm O/A Opening 1.0)
O/A width of stone  1290mm
Optional Quoins for Both Sides £198.45 £238.14
Tudor/Gothic D (not illustrated) £879.80 £1,055.75
(frame width of 1270mm O/A Opening 1280)
O/A width of stone  1570mm
Small Tudor/Gothic Fireplace £894.00 £1,072.80
Hearth for Small Tudor/Gothic Fireplace £200.00 £240.00
Slips for Small Tudor/Gothic Fireplace £186.00 £223.20
Large Tudor/Gothic Fireplace(not illustrated) £1,120.00 £1,344.00
Hearth for Large Tudor/Gothic Fireplace £214.00 £256.80
Slips for Large Tudor/Gothic Fireplace £200.00 £240.00
Tudor /Gothic Window 2840 wide x 1960 £1,516.00 £1,819.20
Hood Mould (as illustrated) £210.00 £252.00
Jambs Mullion & Transoms (as illustrated) £878.68 £1,054.42



Cill (optional) £257.77 £309.32
Quoins (optional) £174.64 £209.57

TG Jamb, Mullion, Transom & Hood Moulding pr metre £54.57 £65.48
TG Cill (optional) per metre £78.82 £94.58
TG Internal Moulding (optional) per metre £46.30 £55.56
GQ1 Quoin £7.20 £8.64
GQ2 Quoin £14.55 £17.46
GQ3 Quoin £14.55 £17.46
TG Spandrel (Door Head) 1295 (51") O/A £424.46 £509.35
TG Spandrel (Door Head) 1785 (70") O/A £596.67 £716.00

Tudor Gothic Balustrade
GB1 Gothic Plinth £50.94 £61.13
GB2 Gothic Baluster £32.75 £39.30
GB3 Tracery £32.75 £39.30
GB4 Half Tracery £19.40 £23.28
GB5 Gothic Rail £40.00 £48.00
GB6 Pier Base £46.09 £55.31
GB7 Pier Dye £72.76 £87.31
GB8 Pier Cap £46.90 £56.28
GB9 Pier Base Stop End £46.90 £56.28
Q2 Plain faced Quoin with chiselled Chamfer £28.67 £34.40

(3 course) £28.67 £34.40
Q3 Rock Faced Chamfer Quoin (3 course) £28.67 £34.40
GB10 Pier Cap Stop End £46.09 £55.31
GB11 Pier Base 90°  £46.09 £55.31
GB12 Pier Cap 90° £46.09 £55.31
GB14 135° Corner Cap £94.00 £112.80
GB15 135° Corner Base £94.00 £112.80
GB16 135° Corner Dye £146.74 £176.09
GB17 Half Baluster £19.40 £23.28

BALUSTRADE

Hampton Range Ramp & Twist P.O.A.
Buckingham Range Ramp & Twist P.O.A.
Balmoral Range

B485 Flat Rail £38.00 £45.60
B485 Weathered Rail £38.00 £45.60
B610 Baluster B1, B2, B3, or B4) £42.00 £50.40
B610 Half Baluster £29.00 £34.80
B485 Plinth £40.00 £48.00
B485 Under Coping (optional) £44.00 £52.80
BLR Panelled Pier (inc. cap & base) £138.00 £165.60
BLR Plain Pier (inc. cap & base) £132.00 £158.40
B485 Pier Under Coping (Optional) £44.00 £52.80
BLR 135° Panelled Pier (inc cap & base) £158.00 £189.60
B485 135° Under Coping (optional) £68.00 £81.60

Various Ramp Angles available P.O.A.
Various Horizontal Curves Available P.O.A.
Various Vertical Curves available P.O.A.
Hampton Range

B485 Flat Rail £38.00 £45.60
B485 Weathered Rail £38.00 £45.60
B485 Baluster B1, B2, B3, or B4) £38.00 £45.60
B485 Half Baluster £26.00 £31.20
B485 Plinth (850/31") £40.00 £48.00
B485 Under Coping (optional) £44.00 £52.80



B485 Panelled Pier (inc. cap & base) £124.00 £148.80
B485 Plain Pier (inc. cap & base) £108.00 £129.60
B485 Pier Under coping (Optional) £44.00 £52.80
B485 135° Panelled Pier (inc cap & base) £144.90 £173.88
B485 135° Under Coping (optional) £56.00 £117.92

Various Ramp Angles available P.O.A
Various Horizontal Curves Available P.O.A
Various Vertical Curves available P.O.A
Buckingham Range 

B610 Weathered Rail (900/35") £46.00 £55.20
B610 Baluster B1, B2, B3, or B4) £42.00 £50.40
B610 Half Baluster £29.00 £34.80
B610 Half Baluster on Block £44.00 £52.80
B610 Plinth (900/35") £52.00 £62.40
B610 Panelled Pier (inc. cap & base) £144.00 £172.80
B610 Plain Pier (inc. cap & base) £118.00 £141.60
B610 135° Panelled Pier (inc cap & base) £174.00 £208.80

Various Ramp Angles available P.O.A
Various Horizontal Curves Available P.O.A
Various Vertical Curves available P.O.A
The Kensington Range

B610 Weathered Rail (900/35") £46.00 £55.20
B610 Plinth (900/35") £52.00 £62.40
B610 Baluster B1, B2, B3, or B4) £42.00 £50.40
K1 Stop End Flat Pier (Panelled or Plain) £90.00 £108.00
K2 Central Run Flat Pier (Panelled or Plain) £194.00 £232.80
K3 Corner Flat Pier (panelled or Plain) £312.00 £374.40
K4 135° Central Run Flat Pier (panelled or Plain) £312.00 £374.40
K5 Central Run Square Panelled Pier £235.00 £282.00
K6 Stop End Square Panelled Pier £235.00 £282.00
K7 Corner Square Panelled Pier £235.00 £282.00
MS5 Laurel Leaf Motif (optional)

The Guilloche Range
B610 Weathered Rail £34.78 £41.74
GLR Guilloche Section £62.00 £74.40
GLR Plain Pier (CE, CR & C) £98.40 £118.08

GATE PIERS, PIER CAPS & FINIALS
AA1 Pineapple Finial £116.00 £139.20
UP7 Coadestone Urn £128.00 £153.60
UP6 Salucard Swagged Urn £250.00 £300.00
MS6 Lion Mask £46.00 £55.20

Small Gate Pier
PC480B Pier Cap £110.00 £132.00
SGP1 Small Gate Pier Top Dye Section £92.00 £110.40
SGP2 Small Gate Pier Centre Dye Section £92.00 £110.40
SGP3 Small Gate Pier Bottom section £92.00 £110.40
PBC470 Plinth Base Course £108.00 £129.60

Gate Pier
GP1 Top Dye Section £106.00 £127.20
GP2 Centre Dye Section £106.00 £127.20
GP3 Bottom Dye Section £106.00 £127.20
GP4 Gate Pier Cap £142.00 £170.40
GP5 Gate Pier Block £28.00 £33.60
GP6 Gate Pier Fillet £84.00 £100.80
GP7 Pyramid Top £112.00 £134.40
GP8 Gate Pier Plinth £124.00 £148.80



Double Column Gate Piers
Plinths, Columns Ashlar Block
Entablature, Pier Caps & Pier Blocks £5,929.25 £7,115.09
Pier Caps & Copings

PB950 Pier Block £42.00 £50.40
PC950 Pier Cap £408.00 £489.60
SC950 String Course £98.00 £117.60
PBC950 Plinth Base Course £185.22 £222.26
PB835 Pier Block £38.00 £40.16
PC835 Pier Cap £312.00 £374.40
SC835 String Course £86.00 £103.20
PBC835 Plinth Base Course £169.79 £203.74
PB725 Pier Block £32.00 £32.90
PC725 Pier Cap £248.00 £297.60
SC725 String Course £68.00 £81.60
PBC725 Plinth Base Course £145.53 £174.64
PB610 Pier Block £28.00 £29.61
PC610 Pier Cap £178.00 £213.60
SC610 String Course £46.80 £56.16
PBC610 Plinth Base Course £136.00 £163.20
PB480 Pier Block £22.00 £26.40
PC480 Pier Cap £110.00 £132.00
SC480 String Course £28.00 £33.60
PBC480 Plinth Base Course £108.00 £129.60
PB480D Pier Block £22.00 £26.40
PC480D Pier Cap £96.60 £115.92
SC480D String Course £28.00 £33.60
PB385D Pier Block £15.00 £18.00
PC385D Pier Cap £74.00 £88.80
SC385D String Course £18.00 £21.60
PC725B Pointed Pier Cap £248.00 £297.60
PC610B Pointed Pier Cap £178.00 £213.60
PC480B Pointed Pier Cap £110.00 £132.00
PC480C Pointed Pier Cap £96.60 £115.92
PC385B Pointed Pier Cap £58.00 £69.60

Balls & Bases
AA7 230mm (9") Ball & Collared Base £76.00 £91.20
AA6 330mm (13") Ball & Collared Base £94.00 £112.80
AA5 432mm (17") Ball & Collared Base £170.00 £204.00
AA4 530mm (21") Ball & Collared Base £192.00 £230.40
PCG Pointed Pier Cap Gothic £165.38 £198.45

Copings
CS143 Three Course Vertical Curved Coping £57.33 £68.80
CS145 Five Course Vertical Curved Coping £90.41 £108.49

COPINGS & STEPS
B485 Flat Rail £34.00 £40.80
B610 Weathered Rail £39.40 £47.28
CS11 Coping per metre £35.80 £42.96
CS12 Coping per metre £34.18 £41.01
CS13 Coping per metre £46.00 £55.20
CS14 Coping per metre £54.00 £64.80
CS15 Coping per metre £78.50 £94.20
CS16 Coping per metre £96.00 £115.20
CS17 Coping per metre £104.00 £124.80
CS18 Coping  @ 3ft £49.28 £59.14
CS19 Coping @ 3ft £54.00 £64.80



CS20 Coping @ 3ft £94.00 £112.80
PCH10 Versailles Straight Pool Coping £64.00 £76.80
PPC500 Pool Coping £112.46 £134.95
PPC600 Pool Coping £38.00 £45.60
CS21 Coping per metre £58.00 £69.60
CS22 Coping per metre £40.25 £48.30
CS23 Coping per metre £68.00 £81.60
CS24 Coping per metre £98.00 £117.60
CS25 Coping per metre £82.00 £98.40
CS26 Coping per metre £66.80 £80.16
CS27 Coping per metre £58.00 £69.60
CS28 Coping per metre £52.40 £62.88
CS29 Coping per metre £48.00 £57.60
CS30 Coping per metre £82.00 £98.40

Steps
ST300 Bull-nosed Step Tread (300mmx1000mm) £40.00 £48.00
ST375 Bull-nosed Step Tread (375mmx1000mm) £49.00 £58.80
ST450 Bull-nosed Step Tread (450mm x 1000mm) £60.00 £72.00
ST500 Bull-nosed Step Tread (500mm x 1000mm) £69.50 £83.40

Left & right hand available
SR Risers (to suit) £14.00 £16.80

QUOINS, CORBELS, STRING COURSES
& PLINTH COURSES

Q2 Plain faced Quoin with chiselled Chamfer £28.67 £34.40
(3 course) £28.67 £34.40

Q3 Rock Faced Chamfer Quoin (3 course) £28.67 £34.40
Q1 Plain faced Quoin with chiselled Chamfer

(4 Course) £39.69 £47.63
Q4 Vermiculated Chamfer Quoin (3 course) £28.67 £34.40
Q5 Plain faced Quoin with chiselled Chamfer

(3 course) £18.74 £22.49
Q6 Plain faced Quoin (3 course) £16.54 £19.85
CB3 Corbel £39.69 £47.63
SC1 String Course per metre £74.97 £89.96
SC2 String Course £36.38 £43.66
SC3 String Course (Dentil) (305mm) £26.46 £31.75

Vitruvian Scroll (string Course) £26.46 £31.75
PB2 Plinth Base Course £40.79 £48.95
PBC1 Plinth Base Course £22.05 £26.46

ARCHITECTURAL ADDENDUM
AA1 Pineapple Finial £116.00 £139.20
AA2 Niche £300.98 £361.18
S16 Artist Statue £510.00 £612.00
AA3 Estate Sign to suit P.O.A.
AA7 230mm (9") Ball & Collared Base £76.00 £91.20
AA6 330mm (13") Ball & Collared Base £94.00 £112.80
AA5 432mm (17") Ball & Collared Base £170.00 £204.00
AA4 530mm (21") Ball & Collared Base £192.00 £230.40
AA8 Coadestone Pineapple Finial £240.00 £288.00
MS9 Large Cartouche £198.45 £238.14
GF18 Human Skull £52.00 £62.40
GF21 Scrolled Shell £72.00 £86.40
MS10 Small Cartouche £104.74 £125.69
SP1 Square Plaque P.O.A.



RP1 Round Plaque P.O.A.
VP1 Vine Leaf Plaque P.O.A.
AA3 Estate Sign to suit P.O.A.

MISCELLANEOUS
T1 Tile 300mm x 300mm £3.10 £3.10
T2 Riven Paviours 450mm x 450mm £15.98 £17.50

MS1 Inge Roundel £108.05 £129.65
MS2 Decorative Leaf Roundel £38.20 £45.84
MS3 Star Shape Roundel £46.00 £55.20
MS4 Small Ionic Capital £46.00 £55.20
MS5 Laurel Leaf Motif £36.00 £43.20
MS6 Lion Mask £46.00 £55.20
MS7 Putto Fountain Head £38.20 £45.84
MS8 Lion Mask £34.80 £41.76

Pointing mix £14.00 £16.80

RIGID PLASTIC POOL LINERS
P.O.A

The David Sharp Studio LTD
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. PROPER LAW
All disputes arising out of or in connection with this contract shall be determined by English law.

2. CANCELATION
Subject to the goods being available, and to the buyer notifying us of it acceptance, this is a legally
binding contract.  No contract can be canceled, altered or delayed by the buyer, unless we in our 
absolute discretion agree.  Any such cancelation, alteration or delay without agreement could render
the buyer liable for damages.

3. PRICE
Prices quoted are subject to alterations and we may reject or refuse to accept your order if there has 
been a change in our prices or is likely to be such a change prior to dispatch of the goods.  
Any Value Added Tax or other duty or tax will be additional, assessed at the date of dispatch. 
 In the case of exports the price is exclusive of import duties which the Buyer is liable to pay for.

4. PAYMENTS
Payment of the price for the goods shall be due and payable on the date of issue of the order 
acknowledgement unless otherwise agreed in writing. (Time or payment shall be of the essence 
of the contract)
(a) Unless specifically  agreed by us in writing cleared funds must be in our possession prior to 
dispatch or collection of the goods.
(b) If credit terms have been agreed in writing then all sums due to us must be paid no later than 
thirty days from the date of our invoice unless otherwise agreed in writing.
(c) Interest at 8% per annum above Yorkshire Bank PLC base rate will be charged on overdue
invoices starting from the date of the invoice. (Such interest to accrue on a day to day basis from the 
due date for payment until receipt by the seller or the full amount whether before or after any 
judgment.

(d)  The buyer shall indemnify the Seller all costs and expenses (including any legal costs and 



expenses on a full indemnity basis) incurred or sustained by the Seller in recovering sums due or in 
exercising its rights pursuants to clause 4.

5. DELIVERY    
    
(a)  We have the right to delay or cancel delivery if we are prevented from or hindered in or delayed in obtaining 
the goods or delivering by usual methods the goods through any circumstances beyond our control, including but 
not limited to strikes or other industrial strife (whether at our works or at our suppliers carriers or docks) shortage 
of labour, accidents, war, fire, reductions in or unavailability of power at our works or those of our suppliers, 
breakdown of manufacturing or other equipment or unavailability of raw materials or other equipment from our 
usual suppliers. In the event of such a delay occurring the buyer may give us 14 days notice making time of the 
time essence of the Agreement and if for any reason whatsoever we cannot make delivery during the period then 
the buyer may after such period determine the agreement without further obligation being owed by either party to 
the other.    
    
(b)  In the event of us receiving reliable indications that the Buyer may not be in a position to honour it 
commitments under Condition 4, then we will be entitled to delay or withhold delivery until assurances we 
consider satisfactory are received by us.    
    
(c)  Unless specifically agreed by us in writing to the contrary our prices are based on the buyer collecting the 
goods from us immediately we notify the buyer the goods are ready for collection.      If we are asked to arrange 
transport the cost will be addition.  Where transport is being provided, delivery will be to a convenient point on 
the installation site  where the delivery vehicle can be safely driven and the goods unloaded there.  Further 
handling or movement of the goods is not provided.    
    
(d) Any delay in the Buyer collecting goods from us or in the case of us arranging delivery to the Buyer, in the 
Buyer accepting delivery of the goods  (including giving all requites help in unloading the goods as our transport 
and delivery prices do not  make provision for extra people on the delivery vehicle) shall entitle us to make an 
extra charge.

6.  RISK AND OWNERSHIP.    
    
(a)  The risk in the goods will remain with us until , and shall pass to the Buyer at the point of delivery.  Unless 
written notification is made by the buyer to us and the carrier within three days of the date of the delivery of the 
consignment in the event of a claim as to partial loss, damage, defects or non -delivery or within eighteen days of 
the date of dispatch in the event of a claim as to non-delivery of the whole consignment then the goods will be 
deemed to have been delivered and accepted by the buyer complete and in a satisfactory condition.  In particular 
we have the right to require the buyer to inspect the goods on collection or delivery and acceptance of the goods 
in their condition shall debar any further claim.    
    
(b)  Unless delivery by us is specifically agreed then delivery will be deemed to take place when the buyer 
collects the goods from us or if earlier within two days of notifying you that the good are ready for collection.    
    
 (C)  Legal ownership and title of the goods supplied by us to the buyer shall remain with us until the goods are 
paid for in full and any other money due from the buyer to us has been paid.  Until then the Buyer holds the good 
as Bailee for us and must store them undamaged separately from its other goods.  We during this period have the 
right to enter on premises where the goods are stored and to remove them and dispose of them at our discretion.    

7.  LIABILITY       
    
(a)  The goods will be in accordance with the specifications agreed in writing with the Buyer or as described in 
our brochure or Catalogue, Website, online Catalogue or Portfolio.  No other warranty or condition is made or 
implied by us as to the quality or descriptions of goods and all such warranties or condition (whether 
statutory, express or implied)  are excluded.    
    
(b)  In the event of any claim against us whether under this contract or otherwise, then we shall not  accept 
responsibility where any defect in the goods has been partially or wholly the result of reasons under the control of 
the Buyer or its agents or purchasers.    
    
(c)  Our liability for the goods (whether under this condition or otherwise) shall be limited to the replacement of 
the goods excepted as defective or, if we so decide, reimbursement of the price paid to us for the goods.  No other 
loss or damage suffered by the Buyer will be accepted other than death or injury to person arising directly as a 
result of our negligence in the supply of the goods.    
    
(d)  Immediately written notification must be given to us in the event of any defect being found in the goods, and 
we must be given a reasonable opportunity to inspect them before any further work or treatment is undertaken on 
them.  We shall not accept any liability as a result of such a defect unless this procedure is observed.      
    
(e)  Unless there has been a written agreement to the contrary we make no warranty as to the fitness of the goods 
for any particular purpose even if that purpose is stated in the Buyer's Order and any warranty, whether express or 
implied, statutory or otherwise is excluded. This exclusion  includes recommendations or advice relating to a 
specific enquiry.  The Buyer must be satisfied that the goods are suitable for the purpose for which it is intended 
to use them.    
    
(f) Any defect in the goods (once accepted by us) which does not affect the whole of a consignment of the goods 
or make the substantial performance of the Buyer's order impossible shall not entitle the Buyer to withhold or 
delay payment for that part of the order which has been delivered and found to be satisfactory.    
    
(g)  If this sale is a consumer sale then such of these Condition as would be rendered unlawful, unenforceable or 
would be rendered void by the provisions of the Unfair Contract Terms AC 1977 shall not apply to the sale hereby 
agreed without affecting the validity of the remaining clauses.     
    
8. INSTRUCTIONS.    
    
The erection and installation of the goods is the Buyer's responsibility.  the Buyer has been supplied with 
installation and maintenance instructions and is responsible to its employees and agents and also to any end user 
or indeed any person, for any damage or injury which occurs whether directly or indirectly as a result of a failure 
to follow such instructions.  the Buyer must appreciate that stone is highly susceptible to damage in the course of 
handling and installation and great care should be taken by the Buyer or its agents whilst moving or handling the 
goods.    
    
9.  CONFLICTS OF CONDITIONS    
    
In the event of there being any conflict in these conditions and any conditions emanating from the Buyer then 
these Conditions shall have precedence over those of the buyer.  Furthermore the Buyer's conditions are not 
binding or accepted in any way by us unless otherwise specifically accepted in writing.    
    
10.  VARIATION     
    
These Conditions of Sale and Order Form which they are attached form the whole agreement between the Buyer 
and is and shall not be varied in any way unless specifically confirmed in writing.  In particular none of our 
employees or agents have any power or authority to make any representation about the goods or enter into any 
collateral contract relating to them.    
    
11.  UNFAIR CONTRACT TERMS ACT     
    
The buyer must be aware that we attempt to limit our obligations under these Terms, because losses could be 
wholly disproportionate to the price of the goods which we attempt to keep as low as possible.  It is always 
possible for the Buyer to take out insurance cover to cover any losses it might suffer.    
    
12.  PATTERNS AND MOULDS.    
    
Any Patterns and moulds created or used by The David Sharp studio remain the property of the studio.      
    
(13)   INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.     
    
 All intellectual property rights in the moulds and goods shall vest in the Sellers absolutely and the Buyer shall at 
the Sellers expense execute any documents or do any acts necessary to give effect to the vesting of such rights in 
the Seller.    
    
I accept the terms
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